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CLUELA Clergy expressed compassion
for refugees at last night’s gathering
Visitors to MacArthur Park were surprised to
see nearly a dozen clergy members and about 50
community members gathered near the praying
figure of Archbishop Oscar Romero yesterday.
Many joined in and even took up picket signs as
dozens of speakers and prayer leaders shared
compassionate and compelling thoughts for the
migrant kids from Central America, many of
whom are still kept separate from any family they
may have in the States.
The prayer vigil came at a key time for two
reasons: some of the minors have recently begun
to be deported, and yesterday was the locally and
nationally recognized day of Salvadorian
Americans. It was a special honor to be joined by
the Salvadorian consulate for that occasion.
CLUELA was invited into a key role in
planning this event— a task that included inviting
all of the clergy prayer leaders and assisting with
program planning. It was a blessing to stand with
CHIRLA and other community groups such as
ASOSAL, LA RED, CLUELA, CODESUCA, The
Immigration Task Force of the CALPAC, and the
United Methodist Church to conduct this beautiful
conversationchanging event.
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CLUELA fights for justice in LA County’s Jails
On Tuesday, Rabbis Aryeh Cohen, Susan Laemmle, and Marc
Dworkin joined Rabbi Klein and Pastor Cue in advocating for the
establishment of a Civilian Oversight Commission for the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Department. Over fifty Los Angeles rabbis also
signed a letter in support of this proposal. This CLUE
LA Black/Jewish Justice Alliance initiative took place
in response to the Department’s track record of violence and
excessive force in LA County jails. While the motion was
defeated 32, we know that a new board of supervisors will soon
have an opportunity to overhaul the Sheriff’s Department toward
justice. Stay tuned to learn more!

Keep Historic Hollywood WorkerFriendly!
The workers at Musso and Frank, a union restaurant in Hollywood, are in a
moment of real crisis. They recently lost their family health insurance coverage
completely unexpectedly. They are in URGENT need of your help, and time is of the
essence. Many of these workers have been loyal and longterm employees at Musso
and Frank. They helped this restaurant become the iconic Old Hollywood restaurant
many people know and love. These women and men could use the support of our
extended CLUELA network right now to send the message that the actions by
management have not gone unnoticed, and that the faith community is standing in
solidarity with these workers.
Please sign this petition to help Musso and Frank workers.

CLUELA's network reaches new religions and new regions with

the help of our Ziegler Young Religious Leader Summer Fellows
Even by CLUELA’s standards, this has been a groundbreaking summer. We’re
now thrilled to announce two historic firsts: an upcoming Buddhist 'Labor in the
Sangha', and our firstever committee meeting of religious leaders in Pasadena last
week.
In keeping with our multifaith vision and model, CLUELA has desired to more
meaningfully engage the Buddhist community for years. We’ve grown toward that
goal in leaps and bounds this Summer, with the help of Organizing Fellow and
practicing Buddhist Akasa Skye. He recently connected Against the Stream Buddhist
Meditation Center to local workers— some of whom will be speaking to the Buddhist
community this weekend in order to inform and engage them in our work. Please feel
free to join us on Saturday, August 9 from 3 to 4 pm at 4300 Melrose Ave in Los
Angeles!
In Pasadena, many religious leaders with a vision for worker justice have been
looking for opportunity to connect with CLUELA for the past several months. Those
leaders have recently become familiar with the name of returning fellow Jeremy
Arnold, who organized and facilitated that region’s first ever CLUELA committee
meeting. We all look forward to seeing that work continue in upcoming Pasadena
campaigns.
These two momentous events are part of a larger trend of our Organizing Fellows’
accomplishments— (For example, our last newsletter featured Fellow Bea Fonseca’s
work in reestablishing CLUELA’s presence in the San Fernando Valley.) We’re so
thankful that our Ruth Ziegler Young Religious Leaders’ Fellowship program allows
us to put such highquality personpower behind some critical campaigns, as well as
laying groundwork for continued development. Visit our web site to read all of the
fellows’ bios, learn more about the program, and follow Ruth Ziegler’s generosity in
supporting our Fellows so we can keep going strong in the coming years!

An Invitation to Walk with Workers at El Super, and Now Food4
Less!
Grocery workers at El Super stores felt the sacred accompaniment of the religious
community after July 24th’s gathering at the company’s headquarters in Paramount
(see photos on our Facebook). We will stand with these men and women until they
sign a just and equitable contract. We will need your ongoing help to sustain the
morale of these workers facing difficult contract negotiations. Stay in the loop by
liking the Justice for El Super Facebook Page, following at #ABetterElSuper, and of
course following our progress through our newsletters.
Workers at Food4Less, a nofrills grocery store owned by the same owners as
Ralph’s, also need our support. The company has proposed to cut hours, transfer
higher paid work to lower paid employees, pay a smaller share into the workers’
health and welfare fund, and has not agreed to renew the minimum wage side letter 
which would freeze many employees at the minimum wage. Workers have voted to
take economic action if necessary, but are not currently on strike. Next Wednesday,
August 13th from 8am to 8pm, widespread pickets are planned at twelve Food 4 Less

locations. To participate, email Bea at bfonseca@cluela.org. Also, please sign this
petition in support of a fair contract. Our friendly checkers and baggers need your
voice to join theirs in demanding a fair contract!
As the days begin to shorten after an exhilarating season of summer activism, we want to acknowledge some
extraordinary organizing successes:
A strong contract for airport workers
Over fifty LAbased rabbis signing a letter of support for a Civilian Oversight Commission
Achieving the establishment of over twentyfive union carwashes in Los Angeles
More personally, ensuring through policies we fought to pass that at least one hotel housekeeper in Santa
Monica is housed close by and provided with all she needs to live a brighter future.
These successes were only achievable because of the hard work and dedication of an amazing staff and
collection of Ziegler Fellows. We are so thankful for the earnest, faithful commitment of a strong CLUELA team
 and for your presence and support on this journey!
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